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Belyra Riemann

Belyra Riemann is a NPC controlled by GM Aendri in the 4th Fleet plot.

Belyra Riemann

Species: Nepleslian
Gender: Female

Organization: Nepleslian Star Navy
Occupation: Prostetics Specialist

Rank: Ensign
Current Placement: NSN 4th Fleet

Character Description

Belyra is a short, thin woman, with a very womanly slant to her very childlike body. She\'s right about 4\'
11\“, and though she doesn\'t tell people, she weighs in right around 90 pounds, with some fairly blatant
womanly curves on a smooth, clean skinned frame. She has a full, friendly mouth, complementing her
dark, murky brown eyes in a friendly face. Belyra is a very shy, uncertain person, who somehow manages
to be completely professional, resulting in her actually managing to get all of the way through medical
school and into the military despite her overwhelming fear of Marines, though more specifically just
soldiers in general.
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Skill Areas

Communications: Fluent in Trade, Yamataian, Abwehran, Seraph, and Ly\'thir
Medical - Belyra is a medical specialist, originally trained in surgery and general battlefield trauma
medicine, but specialized into prosthetic attachment.
Maintenance & Repair - She\'s a practiced mechanic, though not in the sense most people know.
She happens to be a prosthetics specialist, and knows how to diagnose and fix problems with the
prosthetics on her patients just as well as the patients themselves.
Biology - Belyra has done plenty of classes on xenobiology, just on the general idea that she has no
idea where she\'ll be, at least for sure, ten years from now, and she might need to be able to work
on non-human bodies as well.
Knowledge - Belyra has been reading for so long, and so much, that you can never tell what
random little medical fact she\'ll happen to know. It\'s usually not enough to solve something on
it\'s own, but she\'s full of all sorts of random facts.

Notes

This character is not available for adoption.
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